Thermodynamics in the present progressive mode and its role in the context of the origin of life.
The origin and evolution of biological organizations proceeding on Earth are put in a nonequilibrium thermodynamic framework within a cosmological context. The dynamic process responsible for chemical evolution leading to the origin of biological being depends upon consumer-dominating thermodynamics, in which the heat sink is taken to be active in extracting heat energy from a body at a higher temperature. Consumer-dominating thermodynamics follows from the fact that when a small hot body contacts a cold heat sink, it decreases the temperature at the possible fastest rate. The fastest temperature drop, when applied to chemical products being synthesized through the energy supplied from an external heat source, is selective in keeping only those products that can decrease the temperature at the fastest rate among the available alternatives. Synthesis of small organic molecules in the small ice grains in interstellar diffuse clouds irradiated by ultraviolet radiation is a representative case of consumer-dominating thermodynamics, in which diffuse clouds serve as cold heat sinks in the cosmological context. Another case of consumer-dominating thermodynamics predominant on Earth especially in the perspective of the origin and evolution of life is with submarine hydrothermal vents, in which the surrounding cold seawater constantly serves as the cold heat sink.